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Abstract:   

Most of people going to far off districts find it trying to get onto the right way. These issues grow up during the night time, in 

view of nonappearance of detectable quality and non-working of GPS, etc since not any place all over town we find versatile 

associations which can be used for course. Around then in case there is any one additional means which can outfit the wayfarers 

with the right pathway and fitting region, it will surely reduce the furor and urge more explorers to go making the rounds outing. 

Accordingly, to beat this issue, we really want to present Li-fi in the streetlights. 

 

 

Index Terms - GPS, LCD, LED, LI-fi, Navigation, Wireless communication.. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Li-fi suggests light reliability, it is the new development in the field of distant correspondence and it is a piece of perceptible 

light correspondence (VLC). Li-fi is on numerous occasions speedier than Wi-fi. Li-fi is just transmission of data using 

perceptible light. Li-fi is distant correspondence and it is a promotion libbed development of Wi-Fi yet it is different in every 

perspective, for instance, data transmission rates, high repeat, security and information move limit, etc. We are by and by living in 

a period where we are surrounded by remote advances around us like Wi-Fi, IOT, PDAs, etc. Nowadays, everyone needs by far 

most of the things considering distant headways that integrates the usage of radio waves for correspondence like Bluetooth & Wi-

Fi and also the upcoming technology Li-fi. 

The Li-fi advancement includes LEDs for the transmission of data, Li-fi is rapidly creating and having a spot in the market as it is 

speedy and more secure diverged from a few other distant progressions and can convey the data at an uncommonly high speed. 

There is a ton of assessment going in these fields, for instance, "Li-fi the way to a superior methodology for correspondence". 

These units have microcontrollers in it and it has data as of late taken care of in it (i.e., heading signs, current region). At the point 

when a vehicle goes under the extent of the perceptible light, it conveys the data to the identifier that is accessible in the vehicle 

and a while later open information gets displayed on the LCD presented with a recipient in the vehicle. This Li-fi based road 

course system where the LEDs that are used in streetlights for lighting up reason will in like manner be providing the explorers 

with the information of the ongoing region and all the difference ahead. 
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II.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

a) Most of the times the explorers venturing out to far off regions find it hard to get onto the correct way. The issue grows up 

during the night because of unfortunate organization network. 

b) How do we decrease the frenzy and urge more explorers to go on street outings! 

c) Which sort of Microcontroller would fulfill the points of the item by offering a superior route framework! 

III.  OBJECTIVES 

 

This task shows how Li-fi innovation can be utilized to make a brilliant street route framework. 

a) It will dispense with the need of portable organizations and utilize Li-fi innovation which depends on incredibly the light 

source. 

b) The plan and execution on microcontroller programmable for the transmitter with LEDs. 

c)  Simulations of the channel among streetlamp and microcontroller gets utilizing photograph investigator gadget. 

d) The meaning of the proving ground for testing Li-fi in the streetlamps. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

a) Hardware Requirement 

 

• LED  

• Photodiode 

• 16x2 LCD Display 

• I2C Serial Interface Adapter 

• Power Supply 

• Arduino Nano 

 

Fig 1 shows the Drove, when a light-discharging diode is turned on, electrons are delivered and recombine with openings 

inside the gadget, delivering energy as photons. Driven is a semiconductor gadget, which can produce light when an electric flow 

goes through it. Driven lighting items produce light upto 90% more productively than glowing light. 

A photodiode is a semiconductor gadget that accepts light as information and produces electrical flow as a result. The ongoing 

will be produced when photons from the light fall on the photodiode. Brief electric is created when light is missing. The 

Photograph Diode is a sensor of light and electromechanical energy. It works backward predisposition by engrossing light. The 

photodiode ingests light from the light radiating diode. The photodiode gets the sign which is changed over once more into an 

information stream and shipped off the Arduino Nano. 

 We have utilized a 16x2 LCD which is an essential LCD module. In a 16x2 LCD, 16 characters for every line can be shown 

and there are 2 such lines in a solitary one displayed in Fig 3. This LCD has two registers, to be specific, the Order register (to 

embed an exceptional order into the LCD) and the Information register (to embed information into the LCD). The order is a 

unique arrangement of information that is utilized to provide the interior orders to LCD, for example, clear screen, move to the 

line and so on,. I2C Module is appended to the 16x2 LCD. 

  The Microcontroller requires some power source. This power is provided utilizing a DC power supply going from - +5 V to - 

+12 V. The accessible energy source is of 230v-50Hz, and a middle tapped step-down transformer is utilized. The Modem cu 

works at low power. displayed in Fig 4 It is a typical and significant part in both transmitter and beneficiary. It has 256 x 8 pieces 
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inner Smash; it has a Here we use ATMEGA 328 is in-framework reprogrammable blaze memory of 8000 bytes. The 

microcontroller is modified with the information of roadway courses. In the transmitter, it communicates with Drove and in the 

recipient, it connects with photodiode and LCD. 

V.  BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1  Transmitter  

 

 
 

Fig .2   Receiver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .3   Photodiode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .4 LCD Display 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5  12C  Serial Interface Adaptor 
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Fig.6 Aurdino Nano 

 

 

VI. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

 

 

a) Arduino Ide 

 

The Arduino coordinated improvement climate (IDE) (Fig 4) is a cross-stage application for Windows, macintosh, operating 

system, and Linux that is written in the programming language Java. It is utilized to compose and transfer projects to Arduino-

viable sheets, yet in addition, with the assistance of outsider centers, other merchant improvement sheets is displayed in Fig 4.6. 

The Arduino IDE upholds the dialects C and C++ utilizing extraordinary principles of code organizing. It is an authority Arduino 

programming, creating code gathering too simple that even a typical individual with no earlier specialized information can 

consider going all in with the growing experience. 

The principal code, otherwise called a sketch, made on the IDE stage will at last produce a Hex Document which is then 

moved and transferred to the regulator on the board The IDE climate is primarily conveyed into three segments: 

   

• Menu Bar 

• Text Editor 

• Output Panel 

 

 
 

Fig,7  Arduino IDE 
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VII.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

POLES POSITOIN STAGE CROSS MAIN 

1 Vijaynagar 2nd 

stage 

5th cross 18th 

main 

2 Gokulum 2nd 

stage 

6th cross 18th 

main 

3 Hebbal 2nd 

stage 

7th cross 18th 

main 

 

Table 1 Different address stored at each street lights 

 

 
 

 

Fig.8: Result of pole 1(Position-Vijayanagar, 2ndstage, 5thcross, 18thmain 

 

 
 

FIG.9: RESULT OF POLE 2(POSITION-VIJAYANAGAR, 2NDSTAGE, 6THCROSS, 18THMAIN) 

 

 
 

FIG.10: RESULT OF POLE 3(POSITION-VIJAYANAGAR, 2NDSTAGE, 7THCROSS, 18THMAIN) 
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VIII.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE    ENHANCEMENT 

      
a) CONCLUSION 

 

      The route utilization of Li-fi innovation has been successfully portrayed in this review. Li-fi innovation is quickly getting 

momentum since it is quicker, safer, and has a higher limit than Wi-Fi. Data is sent and gotten as light energy, which is utilized 

for roadway route. The idea of sending information utilizing noticeable light permits light to balance at a high speed, permitting 

it to be gotten by recipients furnished with light sensors at paces of many gigabytes each second, permitting the light source to 

convey information. The utilization of Li-Fi innovation can possibly totally supplant radio-based remote advancements. This 

technique could be enormously utilized in rush hour gridlock the executives and, accordingly, in the making of shrewd city  

 

b) FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The use of Li-fi innovation in vehicle crashes is kept away from and it is feasible to shield driving. This innovation assists our 

transportation with making it simpler. By utilizing this innovation, we can see the distance between the vehicles by utilizing 

ultrasonic sensors and send the data through the light range. This innovation is savvy and there is no impact on the climate. By 

utilizing this innovation, we get the data at a lovely time with security and security later on this innovation replaces the utilization 

of Wi-Fi innovation because of the reasons of safety, security, season of activity, and productivity. By utilizing Li-fi innovation 

correspondence is a lot less difficult. This innovation is utilized in workplaces, ventures, emergency clinics, and touchy regions, for 

example, air makes. 
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